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"Virtual Fader Master" is a powerful MIDI Instrumentation and Synthesis program for Windows XP. Virtual Fader Master is a unique and powerful control system for MIDI instruments and MIDI modules which lets you control your software with the Faders and a unique X/Y grid controller. Virtual Fader Master also allows you to use the mouse to point to buttons, switches, knobs and
other controls and "click" them as well as instant access to User Defined Presets. A set of preset buttons are assigned to functions within your software, including separate preset buttons for Sequencer control and Module control. Many of the included sequencers and synthesizers have user definable presets for almost any parameter, and the included preset buttons allow instant access to
those presets. The program's innovative "X/Y" grid controller can be assigned to any MIDI commands allowing it to work with a wide variety of MIDI instruments. Although Virtual Fader Master is primarily designed for use with software that uses a MIDI sequencer or synthesizer, it is highly adaptable and can be used with other MIDI instruments as well. In addition, the program can
be used with any synthesizer, piano or controller with MIDI outputs. With Virtual Fader Master you can control everything from simple loops to complex instruments. Just hit a preset button and start playing! A Software Controlled Sequencer The software controlled sequencer allows you to control and store your MIDI instrument settings and control parameters. It lets you assign user
defined presets to buttons and instant access to preset buttons for a wide variety of applications. With Virtual Fader Master, you can control and store every parameter on your MIDI instrument using the software controlled sequencer. Here are some of the ways Virtual Fader Master can be used: ￭ Control a MIDI instrument, sequence or MIDI module from another MIDI instrument or

software module by using the X/Y controller. ￭ Control the Play, Record, Set Loop or Set Tempo of a software instrument using the software controlled sequencer. ￭ Store and recall your own user defined settings of a MIDI instrument, sequence or MIDI module with the software controlled sequencer. ￭ Instant access to preset buttons for a wide variety of software instruments. ￭
View the current parameters for your software instrument. ￭ Set up a software instrument to produce a sequence, make a loop or change tempo. ￭ Set up the parameters for a MIDI sequencer or synthes
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As a sequencer programmer, or any type of computer user, we have been longing for a tool which would let us control our sequencers from a Windows XP based computer system. The Virtual Fader Master gives you just that, plus a unique X/Y controller which lets you use the mouse to select anything on your screen and which can be assigned to a wide variety of MIDI commands.
This product offers the following features in addition to the standard ones of J.L. Cooper Fader Master: ￭ 8 Faders and a unique X/Y grid controller which can be assigned to a wide variety of MIDI commands ￭ GUI for configuring faders. No need to memorized MIDI command numbers and such ￭ Numeric read out of all values ￭ LED's indicate when MIDI commands are
transmitted ￭ MIDI Start/Stop for sequencer control ￭ Reset button sends master reset and all notes off to all channels A fundamental tool for anyone interested in using modern software and hardware technologies to improve their work. NOTE: This is a Digital Distribution version with a retail price of $79.95. Please note that the retail version includes VST, AU, RTAS, and AAX
plugins (or equivalent). If you are purchasing this product as a digital download from DVSoftware.com, you will not receive any plugins with your purchase. If you would like these plugins, please add the plugin product to your cart and then return to this page to purchase a digital copy of Virtual Fader Master, or you may purchase the plugins separately from the future plugins release
of VFM. Here is a short video demo for Virtual Fader Master. Click here to purchase Virtual Fader Master from DVSoftware.com. This program is compatible with Windows XP, Vista, 7, and 8, and includes an on-screen usage tutorial. A: The only real difference I can see between Virtual Fader Master and Fader Master is the presets. Virtual Fader Master features 8 user-definable
presets (faders & XY controller) for both faders and the x/y controller. I am not aware of the extra features available in the Fader Master version. I would recommend doing some research, as there is no way to know without experiencing the software yourself. But it's fairly common to see "plug-ins" that are no more than a single

What's New In?

This is a new version of the J.L. Cooper Fader Master software. This software has been completely rewritten. It will load and run on Windows XP machines as well as Windows 2000 and Windows 95 machines. The X/Y pad controller has been improved and will work with most Windows based sequencers (Windows based sequencers that support the XY pad) Usage: 1. Click the setup
icon to run the setup wizard. During setup you will be asked a few questions regarding the features and customization of the fader master. - Setup menu: - Presets menu: - General menu: - Notation menu: - Backup menu: 2. Once the setup is complete the main window will appear. Here you will see 8 faders and 8 X/Y control pads. - Sequencer control: - Global control: - Setup mode: -
Xpad mode: - Backup mode: 3. You may select the sequence and press the run button to play. If you press the button again all notes will be stopped. The faders can be used to control the tempo of the sequence and the X/Y pads will control sequencer or MIDI controller. - Note that there is a latency of one MIDI message or one fader update. For example: a command is sent from the
sequencer and the notes are played. When you press the button to stop all notes the notes will stop and then the sequencer will send another command to the sequencer and the notes will start again. If you want to play all notes at the same time without any latencies you need to stop the notes at the sequencer and then hit the button. - Note that the Xpad mode is a novel mode for X/Y pad
controllers. In this mode you can use the faders as a normal sequencer and play notes. You can also assign the faders to note sequencer commands and assign the X/Y pad to other control tasks. 4. You may also hit the reset button on the bottom left corner of the screen to send the Master Reset and to change the current global control setting to a default setting. 5. To switch to the backup
window hit the xpad button on the left side of the screen. 6. To restore a user defined setting from backup hit the restore button on the right side of the screen. 7. If the program crashes, or if you want to save the current settings back to the default settings, hit the backup
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System Requirements For Virtual Fader Master:

To run your game you must have Microsoft Windows 7 or higher, 8 GB of available hard drive space and 2 GB of available RAM. You must have installed DirectX 9 (or later) and one of the following: Windows XP Service Pack 2 or later Windows Vista Service Pack 2 or later An AMD/Intel supported 64-bit processor. For more information on recommended requirements, visit: Must
have Microsoft Windows 7 or higher Must have DirectX 9 (or later
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